Discrepancy between electrical and mechanical dyssynchrony in patients with heart failure and an electrical disturbance.
Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) improves the survival rates of patients with heart failure, but 30-40% of them do not respond to CRT, partially because of the position of the left ventricular (LV) lead. The relationship between the electrical and mechanical activation of the left ventricle is unknown. The aim of this study was to compare the electrical and mechanical dyssynchrony. We inserted electrode catheters into the coronary sinus (CS) and venous branches of the CS during CRT implantations and constructed electroanatomical contact maps in 16 patients using the EnSite NavX™ system. Mechanical activation was evaluated by speckle-tracking echocardiography and the latest mechanical and electrical sites were compared. The degrees of the electrical and mechanical delays of the implanted LV lead were also compared. The electroanatomical maps revealed that the latest electrical sites were anterior in one, anterolateral in five, lateral in eight, and posterolateral in two. Echocardiographic imaging revealed that the latest mechanical sites were anteroseptal in two, anterior in four, lateral in five, posterior in two, and inferior in three. The latest electrical and mechanical sites matched in only three patients. The degree of the local mechanical delay for the LV lead was significantly larger in the responders than nonresponders, whereas the local electrical delay did not differ. A discrepancy between the electrical and mechanical dyssynchrony might affect an adequate LV lead positioning.